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The study uses a novel experimental method to investigate contextual factors 
claimed in the theoretical literature to license the use of Hungarian pre-verbal 
focus. These factors are: (i) identification, (ii) contrast, (iii) availability of a set 
on which the focus operates and (iv) whether this set is explicit or implicit. We 
tested the effects of these factors using online surveys in which respondents read 
short texts describing a context and saw a cloud of randomly arranged words. 
The experimental task was to create sentences that naturally fit the context by 
clicking the words in the cloud. Results show that narrow identification and 
contrast reliably predict the use of pre-verbal focus as does the availability of a set 
regardless of explicitness.
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1.  Introduction

1.1  Hungarian: A free word-order language

Hungarian is a free word order language; almost any order of constituents will 
make up a grammatical structure. Consider the (incomplete) list of word order 
variations in (1): any one of the examples is a grammatical Hungarian sentence.
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 (1) a. Meg-harapta1 a kutya a postást.
   VM2-bite-pst.3sg the dog-nom-sg the postman-sg-acc
   ‘The dog bit the postman.’
  b. Meg-harapta a postást a kutya.
  c. A kutya meg-harapta a postást.
  d. A postást meg-harapta a kutya.
  e. A kutya a postást meg-harapta.
  f. A postást a kutya meg-harapta.

g. A postást a kutya harapta meg.
  h. A kutya a postást harapta meg.
  i. A postást harapta meg a kutya.
  j. A kutya harapta meg a postást.

As it is a generally valid assumption that nothing is without a cause, a question 
regarding the observation in (1) promptly presents itself: what causes speakers 
of Hungarian to opt for one of the above word order variations in one particu-
lar instance, and why are they using another one in another instance? This is the 
question that the current study attempts to at least partially answer with respect to 
two sentence types in (1): what factors contribute to the use of (1c), which will be 
referred to by the well-established term “neutral” sentence (see e.g. Kálmán 1985), 
and (1h), which we shall label “pre-verbal focus” sentence. We will argue that two 
of the most crucial factors are identification and contrast; and we will propose 
that both of these can be captured in terms of the availability of sets, whether 
explicit, implicit or evoked in the context. Before elaborating on these factors, first 
we provide a short introduction to the basic notions of sentential focus and related 
aspects in the following sections.

1.2  Accounts of word order: Discourse configurationality

The question formulated above was first raised and meticulously studied by Sám-
uel Brassai (1852, 1860) who divided the sentence into two parts: the inchoati-
vum and the bulk (‘zöm’). In Brassai’s account, the former contains elements that 
“practically lay a basis for the meaning of the sentence in the listener’s mind, i.e., 
they are calling attention, and pointing forward, connecting the mental activity of 

1.  According to the Hungarian orthographic conventions, the verbal modifier (VM) and the 
verb are written as one word. In the current study hyphenated forms are used for illustrative 
purposes.

2.  The abbreviation VM will be used for Verbal Modifier.
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the listener with that of the speaker”3 (1860: 351). As far as the bulk is concerned, 
its function is “the communication of an action or a circumstance of an action 
that the speaker supposes to be unknown to the listener” (1860: 72). Although in 
certain cases the bulk may contain old information, it can be argued that it is the 
more informative part of the sentence. For this reason, as Brassai also points out, 
the inchoativum is optional, while the bulk is obligatory. In another study, Brassai 
mentions that sentences should not be studied only in isolation, since they serve 
the role of building blocks in texts. That is, “speech never serves to express merely 
single thoughts, but sequences of them, and just as every word, every form has a 
certain word order value, every sentence, every structure of thought has a given 
sentence order value” (Brassai 1885: 30-31).

The passages from Brassai’s works cited above clearly outline a framework 
in which the use of the different word order variations exemplified in (1) can be 
accounted for. There are two closely related considerations: one of these is the infor-
mation status of a particular element (given or new, emphatic or backgrounded), 
while the second is text coherence. Although at first sight it may seem redundant 
to differentiate the two aspects, in our opinion, the distinction is justifiable. If a 
text is to be coherent, then the information in the sentences it is comprised of 
must be structured with respect to their status, as required by the text. However, 
different word order variations of a sentence can appear in the same text depend-
ing on what is emphasized without compromising coherence. Also, isolated sen-
tences can express the information status of their constituents via particular word 
order variations. Therefore, it is not only coherence that determines word order, 
but also, and perhaps more importantly, the information status of the elements. 
For this reason, Brassai’s findings bear special relevance to our investigation, since 
it is his work that first meticulously studied the interrelations between context, the 
psychological state of the interlocutors and the use of different word order patterns 
in Hungarian.

The issue of the relationship between information status and word order (in 
Hungarian and also in other languages) was taken up in the generative tradition 
by É. Kiss (1995). By this time, the terms Topic and Focus had been introduced in 
the literature,4 therefore É. Kiss (1995) could formulate her linguistic typological 
account using these terms. On the one hand, it has been observed that in cer-
tain languages “the structural relation [NP, S] can be used to express not only the 

3.  Translations of Brassai’s text were borrowed from É. Kiss (2008: 28, 30).

4.  The functional notions were first defined by linguists of the Prague School. However, 
these functions were not yet given the names Topic and Focus. For more on these issues see 
e.g. Aronoff and Rees-Miller (2017)
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function ‘grammatical subject’, associated with the most prominent theta role, but, 
alternatively, the discourse-semantic function ‘topic’, as well” (É. Kiss 1995: 3). On 
the other hand, “many languages have a designated structural position for focus, 
akin to the WH-position of the English sentence” (É. Kiss 1995: 4). In order to 
capture these cross-linguistic observations, the term discourse configurationality 
was coined. A language is discourse configurational if either one or both of the 
following two independent descriptions are valid for the given language: (i) the 
function Topic “is expressed through a particular structural relation”, (ii) the func-
tion Focus “is expressed through a particular structural relation” (É. Kiss 1995: 6). 
Since the current study concentrates on Focus, this notion and the corresponding 
“structural relation” will be discussed in the following section in more detail.

1.3  The structures investigated in the present study

The two structures investigated in the present paper are (1c) and (1h) repeated as 
(2a) and (2b), respectively, for convenience.

 (2) a. A kutya meg-harapta a postást.
   the dog-nom-sg VM-bite-pst.3sg the postman-sg-acc
   ‘The dog bit the postman.’
  b. A kutya a postást harapta meg.
   ‘It was the postman that was bitten by the dog.’5

The most crucial difference between the two structures is the element that appears 
immediately pre-verbally.

In (2a) it is the VM, meg, that sits in the pre-verbal position, and it is incor-
porated into the verb (V) forming a phonological word with it (É. Kiss 2002). The 
Noun Phrase (NP), a kutya, preceding the VM-V compound functions as a Topic, 
while the post-verbal NP, a postást, is commonly referred to as information focus 
(see e.g. É. Kiss 1998) or post-verbal focus (see e.g. Surányi 2011). The different 
terms in the literature denoting this word order variant are all indicative of the 
aspect central to the given analysis. In order to remain theory-neutral, the term 
‘neutral sentence’ will be used in the present study to refer to structures exempli-
fied in (2a).

In (2b) the VM-V order is reversed, and the NP which is post-verbal in (2a) 
occupies the immediately pre-verbal position. Accordingly, its status is changed: 
the immediately pre-verbal NP functions as a Focus. A number of different terms 
have been used to denote this sentence type, as well (e.g. identification focus in 
É. Kiss 1998, contrastive focus in Kenesei 2006), but, in the current study the 

5.  PreVf sentences are translated into English as clefts based on É. Kiss (1998).
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 theory-neutral ‘pre-verbal focus’ (henceforth preVf) will be used. Since the cur-
rent paper aims to investigate the contextual factors that potentially contribute 
to the use of preVf and neutral sentences, we first review some of the definitions 
of Focus presented in previous literature, and then we enumerate the contextual 
requirements for preVf as suggested by theoretical accounts.

1.4  What is Focus?

In modern linguistics, the term Focus has been defined in a number of ways. One 
of the most often cited earliest definitions is given by Halliday (1967). Halliday 
(1967: 204) claims that “focus reflects the speaker’s decision as to where the main 
burden of the message lies.” It is associated with “prominence” and it is a kind 
of emphasis that helps the speaker mark the most informative part of their mes-
sage. Halliday adds that “what is focal is ‘new’ information; not in the sense that 
it cannot have been previously mentioned, […], but in the sense that the speaker 
presents it as not being recoverable from the preceding context.” Clearly, Halliday’s 
approach is a directly functional one: the author identifies functions of focusing 
which he claims to be the most important. Nevertheless, it must be noted, that 
Halliday’s treatment is strictly specific to the English language.

Rooth (1985, 1992), and Krifka (2008) using the Alternative Semantics frame-
work and the notion of sets take a more general stance, and as we will see, create a 
theoretical framework that can be applied cross-linguistically: “Focus indicates the 
presence of alternatives that are relevant for the interpretation of linguistic expres-
sions” (Krifka 2008: 247). The novelty of the Alternative Semantics approach lies 
in the fact that it attempts to formulate the most central and cross-linguistically 
valid function of Focus. To achieve this, the theory has three additional tenets. 
First, the description does not specify what form a Focus containing construc-
tion has to take. It only indicates that focus has to be marked somehow. Conse-
quently, it allows for the variety of different focus marking strategies observed in 
different languages.6 Second, the description does not specify the type of linguistic 
expression7 that can be focused. Third, it does not specify how “different ways 
of focus marking signal different ways of how alternatives are exploited” (Krifka 
2008: 248). That is, the indication of the presence of alternatives can be used to 
express different aspects of propositional content within or across languages.8 In 

6.  The most typical Focus marking strategies are marking through intonation, word order, 
particles, clitics etc. (see e.g. Miller 2006).

7.  E.g. phrase, sentence, suffix etc.

8.  For an explanation see Example (3) and (4) and the corresponding discussion.
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sum, the alternative semantics approach “allows for languages to differ in the ways 
they mark focus and in the specific interpretational effects of focus” (Krifka 2008: 
248). In the present study, Rooth’s and Krifka’s approach is adopted. Therefore, we 
take it that preVf indicates the presence of alternatives. The ways the alternatives 
indicated by Hungarian preVf are “exploited” will be discussed in the forthcoming 
sections.

1.5   Contextual factors commonly associated with preVf and  
neutral sentences

According to theorists, there are two main ways in which the indication of the pres-
ence of alternatives is exploited in Hungarian: preVf may express identification or 
contrast. These two functions will be discussed in the following two subsections.

1.5.1  Identification
É. Kiss (1998) defined preVf as “identificational focus” claiming that its function is 
to represent “a subset of the set of contextually or situationally given elements for 
which the predicate phrase can potentially hold; it is identified as the exhaustive9 
subset of this set for which the predicate phrase actually holds” (p. 245). The iden-
tificational function of the immediately pre-verbal slot was already recognized by 
Brassai (1860), who claimed that the very first element in the bulk (i.e. the part 
following the optional inchoativum) is the most prominent, most emphatic one 
“which we assume the speaker or listener would ask about” (translation by É. Kiss 
2008: 33). Recall, that Brassai (1860) put forward the idea that sentences serve as 
building blocks of texts or dialogues. With respect to dialogues, it is reasonable 
to assume that answers given to wh-questions will be felicitous if they identify 
the entity which corresponds to the wh-element in the question. This identifica-
tion is achieved through focusing the expression which denotes the entity at hand. 
Indeed, question – answer congruence has been a test for Focus not only for Hun-
garian but cross-linguistically, as well (Rooth 1992, Krifka 2001). Rooth (1992), for 
example claims that “there is a correlation between questions and the position of 
focus in answers” (p. 9). Consider the sentence pairs in (3) and (4).

 (3) a. Who owns a gorilla? [x owns a gorilla]
  b. [John]F owns a gorilla.
  c. *John owns a [gorilla]F.

9.  Although exhaustive interpretation is an important aspect of preVf well studied both 
in the theoretical and experimental literature, this issue will not be directly addressed in the
present paper. The question of exhaustive interpretation will be addressed in Section 3.
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  (4) a. What does John own? [John owns x]
   b. *[John]F owns a gorilla.
   c. John owns a [gorilla]F.

As illustrated by (3a) and (4a), a question introduces a set of alternatives which 
are related to the potential answers that can be given to them (Hamblin 1973, 
Rooth 1992, Roberts 1996). (3a) introduces a set of people as potential owners 
(e.g. [John, Mary, Carl, Susan]), whereas (4a) introduces a set of entities that can 
be owned (e.g. [a gorilla, a car, a cat, a house]). Focus serves to identify one or 
more elements of the introduced sets to which the rest of the sentence holds. For 
this reason, (3c) is an infelicitous answer to (3a), since [gorilla] is not a subset of 
the set introduced by (3a), and likewise, (4b) is an infelicitous answer to (4a), as 
[John] is not a subset of the set introduced by (4a). On the contrary, (3b) and (4c) 
are appropriate answers to their respective questions.

Interestingly, É. Kiss (1998) claims that wh-questions “can be answered not 
only by an identificational focus (i.e. preVf) but – less commonly – by a mere 
information focus (i.e. neutral sentence), depending on whether the answer is 
intended to be exhaustive” (p. 249).10 The author reasons that focusing does not 
take place if the only role of the constituents at hand is the “marking of the novelty 
of the information they carry”. That is, the referent of the NP is not presented as a 
member of the contextually available set of alternatives, if it is post-verbal. For this 
reason, É. Kiss argues that both (5b) and (5c) are compatible with the question in 
(5a).

 (5) a. Hol jártál a nyáron?
   ‘Where did you go in the summer?’
  b. Jártam Olaszországban.
   go-pst.1sg Italy-in
   ‘I went to Italy (among other places).’
  c. Olaszországban jártam.

‘It was Italy where I went.’

According to Surányi (2011) the factor that determines whether a preVf or a neu-
tral sentence is used as an answer to a wh-question is a function of the “Ques-
tion Under Discussion” in the sense of Roberts (1996). In Surányi’s account both 
preVf and the neutral sentence can represent a choice between contextually avail-
able set members; the neutral sentence is merely a subcase of preVf. According to 
the author, the choice between the preVf and neutral sentence types in answers 

10.  For a similar reasoning see also Brody & Szendrői (2010).
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is determined by two mutually exclusive imperatives assumed by the hearer: (i) 
“Mention all”, or (ii) “Mention some!” If the former is applicable, preVf is used, 
if the latter, then the neutral sentence type wins. Surányi’s (2011) account thus 
allows both sentence types as felicitous answers to wh-questions suggesting that 
the choice is a pragmatic one. In sum, according to findings in the theoretical lit-
erature, the question types in (3a), (4a) and (5a) primarily trigger answers of the 
preVf word order, where the focused element corresponds to the wh-expression 
in the question.

The question now arises: what type of questions trigger the use of neutral sen-
tences? According to Kenesei (2006) and Skopeteas and Fanselow (2011), answers 
given to questions of the type in (6a) will be neutral sentences.

 (6) a. Miért örülnek az emberek a hídon?
   ‘Why are the pople on the bridge happy?’
  b. (Mert) Matyi fogott egy halat.  proposition: [p]
   (because) Mathias.nom catch-pst.3sg a fish.acc
   ‘(Because) Mathias has caught a fish.’
  c. (Mert) megérkezett a postás. proposition: [q]
   (because) arrive-pst.3sg the postman.nom
   ‘(Because) the postman has arrived.’
  d. (Mert) kisütött a nap. proposition: [r]
   (because) start-to-shine-pst.3sg the sun.nom
   ‘Because the sun started to shine.’

The sentence type exemplified in (6b), (6c) and (6d) is also called broad focus 
or sentential focus, since now it is the whole sentence (or rather the proposition 
denoted by it) that gets focused. For ease of reference, this question type (some-
times also called broad-wh-question) will be referred to as a sentential focus trig-
gering question (SFT-question, henceforth). The SFT-question in (6a) evokes a set 
of alternatives at the propositional level: the potential answers to (6a) might be 
the propositions p, q, r, as indicated. Since now the focus is placed on the clauses 
corresponding to the proposition, the word order will be such that it expresses 
information focus as in É. Kiss (1998); or in our terminology, it will be a neutral 
sentence.

Regarding word order variants as potential responses to the question type at 
hand, Kenesei (2006) makes an interesting point. Consider example (7) (Kenesei 
2006: 18).
 (7) a. What’s new?
 b. [Jelcin]F nyerte meg az orosz választásokat.
   Jeltsin-nom win-pst.3.sg VM the Russian election-pl.acc
   ‘Yeltsin has won the Russian elections.’
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  c. Jelcin meg-nyerte az orosz választásokat.
   ‘Jeltsin has won the Russian elections.’

According to Kenesei (2006), the answers in (7b) and (7c) are both congruent 
with the question in (7a). The choice is extra-linguistic, and depends on speaker 
expectations about the beliefs of the hearer: if the speaker assumes that the hearer 
is aware of the candidates for presidency (i.e. assumes a set of alternatives present 
in the universe of discourse), then (s)he will use a preVf sentence as an answer to 
identify the element of the implicitly assumed set. If, however, the speaker assumes 
that the hearer knows nothing about the options, broad focus (i.e. a neutral sen-
tence) will be used to designate a proposition among the potential alternatives 
(e.g. [there was an earthquake], [it is snowing in the mountains], [there will be a 
pay raise for linguists] etc.). In sum, if the speaker assumes that the hearer is not 
aware of a set whose elements are smaller than a clause, a neutral sentence will be 
used as an answer to questions like those exemplified in (6a) and (7a). Otherwise, 
it is highly likely that the speaker will use a preVf sentence.

The second way preVf exploits the marking of the presence of alternatives is 
the expression of contrast, to which we now turn.

1.5.2  Contrast
Contrast is commonly associated with focus (see e.g. Rooth 1992; Krifka 1992; É. 
Kiss 1998; Kenesei 2006; Zimmerman 2008; Destruel & Velleman 2014). É. Kiss 
(1998), for example claims that “the identificational foci of different languages 
are specified for the positive value of either or both of the features [± exhaus-
tive] and [± contrastive]” (p. 267). However, what is categorized as the contrastive 
use or function of focus is highly variable depending on the frame of analysis. 
Krifka (2008),11 for example, takes a strict stance on contrastivity in the case of 
focus: the author claims that contrast is only present if the alternatives are directly 
mentioned and contrasted in a corrective or additive way. Consider Example (8), 
(Krifka 2008: 259) in which the alternatives are names for people, and the contrast 
is made explicit: the proposition [x wants coffee] is not only true for John, but for 
Sue, as well.

 (8) a. A: [John] wants coffee.
b. B: [Sue] wants coffee, too.

Krifka (2008) adds that the contrastive use of focus is instantiated through cer-
tain grammatical and prosodic features (see e.g. Selkirk 2002; Molnár 2002, 

11.  For a similar account of contrastive focusing see Selkrik (1984).
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 Gussenhoven 2004). Hence, contrastive focus should be considered as a separate 
case of focusing.

In the present paper, Rooth’s alternative semantics approach is adopted as 
intuitively formulated in Section 1.4. Since, according to this formulation, focus 
marks the presence of alternatives, its contrastive function is directly derivable: 
if focus serves to identify elements in a contextually available set, it follows, 
that the elements that are not identified by the focus (i.e. the complementary 
set) can be or will be contrasted. Indeed, according to É. Kiss (1998), “an iden-
tificational focus (i.e. preVf, in our terminology) is [+ contrastive] if it operates 
on a closed set of entities whose members are known to the participants of the 
discourse” (p. 267). Kenesei (2006) goes further. According to the author, both 
preVf and neutral sentences perform identification on a given set; the differ-
ence is the type of set identified with relation to the contextually available set of 
all alternatives. While a neutral sentence identifies a subset, preVf identifies a 
proper subset. If a proper subset is identified, it naturally follows that there will 
be at least one entity to which the proposition of the focus-containing sentence 
does not hold. Consequently, Kenesei (2006) terms preVf “contrastive focus”. In 
sum, if a set is contextually available (implicitly or explicitly), and an utterance 
is made regarding this set, it is highly likely that a speaker would use a preVf 
sentence. In this case, the use of preVf may be contrastive. Otherwise a neutral 
sentence is used.

1.6  The goal of the present study, hypotheses

The goal of the present study is to examine contextual factors that facilitate the use 
of preVf sentences. More specifically, we are interested in two of the main factors 
identified in the theoretical literature: the presence of (i) identification and (ii) 
contrast.

Regarding identification, we hypothesize that in a context where identifica-
tion is carried out the preVf sentence type is preferred. If the context does not 
support identification, either a preVf or a neutral sentence is used.

Regarding contrast, it is hypothesized that the presence of contrast facilitates 
the use of preVf sentences. If no contrast is present, a neutral sentence is preferred.

2.  Experiments

In order to test the hypotheses formulated above, we carried out two guided pro-
duction studies in the form of an online survey. The details of these experiments 
are outlined in the following sections.
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2.1  Experiment 1

2.1.1  Participants
68 native adult Hungarians (58 female, 10 male, mean age: 50.32, SD = 10.48) par-
ticipated in the first experiment. Participants were recruited through a Facebook 
page available for this purpose. Since the experiment was carried out online, data 
was gathered from speakers from different regions of Hungary.

2.1.2  Procedure
The experiment was an online survey containing a series of trials. Each trial con-
sisted of a panel containing a context text in the upper part of the screen (either 
one or two sentences depending on the experiment or condition (e.g. Mit tört el 
Márti? ‘What did Márti break?’ in Figure 1.), a cloud of words in the middle of the 
screen (e.g. törte ‘break’, Márti ‘Martha’, egy ujját ‘a finger’, el ‘VM’ in Figure 1), and 
a blank field between the two.

Mit tört el Márti?

TÖRTE
MÁRTI

EGY UJJÁT

Beküldés & ugrás a következöre

kitöltöttség

EL

Figure 1. Example panel of the survey

The words in the cloud were randomly arranged in an area under the blank field. 
The task of the participant was to produce sentences using the words in the cloud 
so that the resulting sentence is a natural continuation of the context text. Partici-
pants could produce a sentence by clicking on the words: once a word was selected 
by clicking, it appeared in the field above the cloud. Participants were asked to use 
all the words in the cloud. Once the sentence was built, the next trial was initiated 
by a click on a button at the bottom of the screen. Before proceeding to the next 
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trial, participants were encouraged to reread the context text and the sentence 
together to make sure that their solution was natural and coherent. Responses 
could be modified as needed.

The experiment contained two blocks: a practice block following the instruc-
tions, and the test block. The practice block contained 5 trials similar to those in 
the test block. The test block contained three types of trials: (i) test, (ii) filler and 
(iii) hidden control trials (see details for (i) and (ii) in sections 2.1.3 and 2.2.3). In 
the hidden control trials, participants were given an instruction to put the words in 
the cloud in a given order; one that would have been very unlikely to be produced 
by chance. The inclusion of these trials was a practical one. In order to encourage 
participation, respondents were entered a draw in which a winner would be picked 
randomly at the end of data collection. The prize was a small fee; a voucher worth 
of 5000 HUF sent via post to the winner. The hidden control trials were included 
so that we could filter out respondents who participated only in the hope of win-
ning the voucher: erroneous responses in the hidden control trial indicate that the 
participant did not read the instruction in these trials based on which it can be 
assumed that they did not read the context sentences in the rest of the trials either.

The experimental interface was developed by relying on the d3-cloud JavaS-
cript package (Davies 2013) and was implemented in the in the IBEX online 
experimental environment (Drummond 2010).

2.1.3  Materials
Experiment 1 investigated whether identificatory and contrastive contexts have 
the effect of facilitating the use of preVf word order sentences. For the two differ-
ent context types, two different test trial types were created.

To test the effect of identification, questions were introduced, as shown in 
(9). For contexts of identification (identification-condition), we used directive 
wh-questions (or narrow-wh-questions) (9a); and for contexts where identifica-
tion was not present (no-identification-condition), SFT-questions (or broad-wh-
questions) (9b) were used.

 (9) a. Mit veszített el Péter?
   ‘What did Peter lose?’
  b. Miért szomorú Péter?
   ‘Why is Peter sad?’

The set of words comprising the cloud for the example in (9) is given in (10a) sepa-
rated by commas. The elements of the word cloud were the same types of linguistic 
units in each critical trial: (i) a name in the nominative case, (ii) an NP comprising 
of an indefinite article and a noun in the accusative case, (iii) a verb in past tense 
and (iv) a corresponding VM. (10b) and (10c) are two example sentences that can 
be produced by ordering the words in the word cloud for the contexts in (9). The 
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order and location of the elements in the cloud was randomly allocated in each 
trial.

 (10) a. Péter, egy órát, vesztett, el
   Peter-nom, a watch-sg.acc, lose-pst.3sg, VM
   ‘Peter’, ‘a watch’, ‘lost’
  b. Péter egy órát vesztett el.
   ‘Peter lost [a watch]F.’
  c. Péter el-vesztett egy órát.
   ‘Peter lost a watch.’

To test the effects of contrast, two-sentence contexts were created, as in (11). The 
first sentence designated an explicit set (11a) in both conditions. The experimental 
manipulation was introduced in the second sentence. In the contrast-condition, 
the second sentence identified one element of the designated set (11b). To avoid 
a syntactic priming effect, these sentences had a structure that could not be built 
with the words in the cloud: the NP referring to the identified element was in the 
nominative case, and the VP did not contain a transitive verb. In the no-contrast-
condition, the second sentence did not identify any member of the contextually 
given set, but it always referred to some state of affairs that was irrelevant with 
respect to that set (11c). The structure of these sentences also differed from focus 
constructions for the aforementioned reasons.

 (11) a. Ebéd után maradt desszertnek egy körte, egy alma és egy barack.
   ‘After lunch there was a pear, an apple and an apricot for dessert.’
  b. János desszertje az alma volt.
   John-nom dessert-his-nom.sg the apple-nom.sg be-pst.3sg
   ‘John had the apple for dessert.’
  c. János desszert helyett szundított
   John-nom dessert-nom.sg instead take-a-nap-pst.3sg
   inkább kicsit.
   rather little.acc
   ‘John didn’t have dessert, he took a nap instead.’

The set of words comprising the cloud for the example in (11) is given in (12a) 
separated by commas. Just as in the previous case, the elements in the word cloud 
were of the same type in each trial: (i) a name in the nominative case, (ii) an NP 
consisting of a definite article and a noun in the accusative case, (iii) a verb in past 
tense and (iv) a VM. The two canonical word order variants that can be produced 
using elements listed in (12a) are provided in (12b) and (12c).

 (12) a. Péter, a körtét, ette, meg
   Peter-nom, the pear-sg.acc, eat-pst.3sg, VM
   ‘Peter’, ‘the pear’, ‘ate’
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  b. Péter a körtét ette meg.
   ‘Peter ate [the pear]F.’
  c. Péter megette a körtét.
   ‘Peter ate the pear.’

For the investigation of the possible effects of both identification and contrast, 16 
critical trials were presented. The conditions were distributed equally: 8 trials in 
the identification condition, 8 trials in the no-identification condition, 8 trials in 
the contrast condition, and 8 trials in the no-contrast condition. This amounted to 
a total of 32 critical trials.

The experiment also contained 64 filler trials. In order to “conceal” the actual 
purpose of the experiment, we identified four key features for fillers. These fea-
tures were the following: (i) whether the trial contains a one- or two-sentence 
context, (ii) the presence or absence of a question in the context, (iii) whether the 
sentence that fits the context (i.e., the one that the participant produces) should 
contain a separated or a non-separated VM-V complex, and (iv) the presence or 
absence of a VM in the sentence to be produced. The features listed were selected 
to correspond to all the manipulated variables (feature (i), (ii)), and the outcome 
variable (feature (iii)) in the experiment. Feature (iii) was especially important, 
since we wanted to encourage participants to regard VMs as elements that could 
appear in any potential position within the sentence. Additionally, feature (iv) was 
crucial to eliminate the potential impression that the experiment had anything to 
do with VMs. The distribution of features in filler trials is presented in Table 1.

Table 1. The distribution of key features in filler trials.

Feature Number

2-sent. context Question VM – V separ. 4
VM – V non-separ. 4

No question VM – V separ. 4
VM – V non-separ. 4

3-sent. context Question VM – V separ. 4
VM – V non-separ. 4

No question VM – V separ. 4
VM – V non-separ. 4

2-sent. context Question No VM 8
No question 8

3-sent. context Question 8
No question 8
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2.1.4  Predictions
In line with our hypotheses in Section 1.6, we predicted that in the case of wh-
question types (9a), participants would produce preVf word order sentences (10b), 
whereas in the case of SFT-questions (9b), preVf (10b) and neutral sentences (10c) 
would be produced.

Regarding the effect of contrast, it was predicted that in the contrast-condi-
tion dominantly preVf sentences would be produced, whereas in the no-contrast-
condition we expected the dominance of neutral sentences.

2.1.5  Results
PreVf response rates were analyzed in a Friedman’s ANOVA model with four 
within-subjects conditions (narrow-wh-question, SFT-question, contrast context 
and no-contrast context). The results indicate that context has a significant effect 
on the choice of word order (X2 = 91.24, p < .001). Specifically, there is a sharp 
contrast in preVf response rates between the narrow-wh (M = .83, SD = .17) and 
SFT (M = .17, SD = .15) question conditions (z = 7.20, p < .001) and between the 
contrast (M = .92, SD = .10) and no-contrast (M = .63, SD = .21) context condi-
tions (z = 4.35, p < .001). Further analyses using a series of one-sample Wilcoxon 
Signed Ranks tests reveal that the median rate of preVf responses significantly 
differs from chance in all four conditions: in the narrow-wh-question, contrast 
context and no-contrast context conditions it is above chance level (z = 5.08, 5.49 
and 3.32 respectively; p ≤ .001) while in the SFT-question condition it is below 
chance level (z = −5.25, p < .001).
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Figure 2. Proportion of sentence types in the two contexts (error bars: 95% CI). The horizon-
tal dashed line represents the level of chance.
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2.1.6  Discussion
The data obtained in Experiment 1 partly corroborated our hypotheses. The high 
proportion of preVf sentences produced in both contexts of identification and 
contrast are in line with our expectations, and clearly demonstrate that these two 
contextual factors facilitate the use of the sentence type at hand. The below-chance 
level rate of preVf sentences in the SFT-condition, and the above-chance level rate 
of preVf sentences in the no-contrast-condition, however, present an interesting 
puzzle. Note that in the former case, we predicted that this rate would be around 
chance, whereas in the latter, we predicted that it would be below chance. Based on 
the observed patterns, we conjectured that the answer may lie in the availability of 
sets. In the forthcoming discussion, the issue of sets will be taken up.

Let us return to our starting point regarding the function of focus: focus 
evokes alternatives (Rooth 1992, Krifka 2008). Using sets to represent what focus 
does, this formulation suggests that there must be a contextually available set from 
which a subset is identified by focus, which entails that there is also a comple-
mentary set of alternatives. Recall that this is exactly what Kenesei (2006) claims: 
focus identifies a proper subset of the contextually available set. More importantly, 
Kenesei adds that “whether or not the contrasting complementary set is explicit, 
in case of contrastive focus a complementary set is always created” (p. 137). If 
this is indeed true, preVf is triggered in contexts that either explicitly or implicitly 
contain a set whose members are potential referents of the focus of the proposition 
to be made. This explanation can straightforwardly account for the observation 
that in all of the conditions which contained a set or in which a set was evoked, 
the proportion of preVf structures was above chance level. Let us consider the 
conditions used in Experiment 1 from the point of view of sets. In contexts with 
a narrow-wh-question a set is evoked. Consider (3a) and (4b) again: the former 
evoked a set of potential owners ([x owns a gorilla]), whereas the latter evoked a 
set of entities that can be owned ([John owns x]). In the case of SFT-questions no 
such set is evoked. Correspondingly, the observed rate of preVf sentences was well 
below chance level, and participants reliably produced neutral sentences. In the 
contrast- and no-contrast-conditions the set was not evoked; it was explicit, since 
the first sentence always designated a three-element set in the context. Note that 
apart from the SFT-question-condition, in which no set was available, the propor-
tion of preVf sentences was above chance level in all conditions.

Considering the above reasoning, an important factor contributing to the 
production of preVf is the availability of sets. Thus, we hypothesized that if a set 
is either explicitly or implicitly present, a preVf sentence is used. Otherwise either 
a preVf or a neutral sentence is produced (cf. Examples (7b) and (7c) in Section 
1.5.1). In order to test this hypothesis, we designed and ran Experiment 2.
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2.2  Experiment 2

2.2.1  Participants
118 native adult Hungarians participated in the experiment (99 female, 19 male, 
mean age: 48.37, SD = 12.43). Participants were recruited through a Facebook 
page dedicated to obtaining participants. Since the experiment was carried out 
online, data was gathered from speakers from different regions of Hungary.

2.2.2  Procedure
The procedure of Experiment 2 was identical that of Experiment 1. For details see 
Section 2.1.2.

2.2.3  Materials
In order to test the potential effect of the contextual availability of sets, two-sen-
tence contexts were created. The first sentence in the context either (i) designated 
a set explicitly (Table 2, sentence a), or (ii) implicitly (Table 2, sentence b), or (iii) 
designated no set at all (Table 2 expression c). In the case of (i), the set was made 
explicit through an enumeration, while in the case of (ii), the implicit set was 
implied. In case (iii), we used a label for a particular situation or place irrelevant 
with respect to the potential sets for the third (i.e. test) sentences. The second sen-
tences were such that they either introduced a contrast with respect to the third 
sentence (Table 2, sentence d), or not (Table 2, sentence e).

The combination of sentence types in Table 2 resulted in altogether six condi-
tions. These are presented in Table 3.

Example (13) presents the elements of the cloud for the example trial in Table 
2 separated by commas (13a), and two potential word order variants that could be 
produced using these words: a preVf sentence (13b) and a neutral one (13c). The 
elements of the word cloud were the same type of linguistic units in each critical 
trial: (i) a name in the nominative case, (ii) an NP comprising of an indefinite 
article and a noun in the accusative case, (iii) a verb in past tense, and (iv) a cor-
responding VM.

 (13) a. Misi, egy várat, rakott, össze
   Mike-nom, a castle-sg.acc, put-pst.3sg, VM (~together)
   ‘Mike’, ‘a castle’, ‘built’, ‘up’
  b. Misi egy várat rakott össze.
   ‘Mike built [a castle]F.’
  c. Misi össze-rakott egy várat.
   ‘Mike built a castle.’
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In Experiment 2, the availability of sets (explicit, implicit or no set) was a between-
subject factor, and the presence or absence of contrast was a within-subject factor. 
Each run of the experiment contained 12 test trials (6 in the contrast condition 
and 6 in the no-contrast condition) and 24 filler trials. Respondents were assigned 
to one of the three versions of the experiment randomly. As in Experiment 1, three 
types of fillers were used in equal proportion: the third sentence (i) had to be pro-
duced in a way that it contained a VM-V compound, (ii) the VM and V had to be 

Table 2. Sentences of the contexts used in Experiment 2

Label Number in context Condition Example

a. 1 Expl. set A gyerekeknek kiosztottak egy csomó játékkockát. 
Ezekből mindenfélét össze lehetett rakni: például 
tornyot, várat, házat.
‘Kids were handed out lots of building blocks. 
So many things could be built out of them: for 
example a tower, a castle, a house.’

b. 1 Impl. set A gyerekeknek kiosztottak egy csomó játékkockát, 
amikből mindenfélét össze lehetett rakni
‘Kids were handed out lots of building blocks. So 
many things could be built out of them.’

c. 1 No set A játéksarokban:
‘In the playing corner:’

d. 2 Contrast Bence már korábban is sok tornyot épített, így 
most is ezt csinálta.
‘Ben had built a lot of towers before, so now he 
did so again.’

e. 2 No contrast Bence álmos volt, így csak nézte, ahogy a többiek 
játszanak.
‘Ben was sleepy, so he just watched the others play.’

Table 3. Conditions in Experiment 2

Experimental manipulation introduced in

First sentence Second sentence

explicit set – contrast
explicit set – no-contrast
implicit set – contrast
implicit set – no-contrast
no set – contrast
no set – no-contrast
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separated, or (iii) the sentence did not contain a VM at all. Also as in Experiment 
1, this variation was introduced to encourage participants to regard VMs as ele-
ments that could appear in any potential position within the sentence.

2.2.4  Predictions
In line with our hypothesis formulated at the end of Section 2.1.6, we predicted 
the following. If contrast is present, dominantly preVf sentences will be produced. 
The availability of a set (either explicit or implicit) will facilitate the production of 
preVf sentences even if no contrast is present. If neither a set is available nor con-
trast is to be expressed, preVf sentences will not be produced reliably.

2.2.5  Results
The results were in line with our predictions. A Kruskal-Wallis test for the con-
trast-condition and one for the no-contrast-condition revealed that the presence or 
absence of an explicit or implicit set had no significant effect on word order choices 
in the contrast context condition (H(118) = 2.63, p = .27), while in the no-contrast 
context condition it did ((H(118) = 13.35, p = .001). Specifically, in the no-contrast 
condition, preVf was less likely to be used when no set was specified (M = .49, SD 
= .26) than when a set was either explicitly given (M = .69, SD = .24; z = 3.67, p = 
.001), or implicitly given (M = .62, SD = .24; z = 2.54, p = .05). There was no signifi-
cant difference between the explicit and implicit conditions. Wilcoxon Signed Rank 
tests comparing the medians to chance level revealed that in the presence of a con-
trast context, the probability of choice of preVf in all three set conditions (explicit, 
implicit, none) was significantly higher than chance (z = 5.39, 5.27 and 5.36; all ps 
< .001). In the absence of contrast, participants produced a preVf word order with 
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higher than chance probability when an explicit or implicit set was given (explicit: 
z = 3.64, p < .001; implicit: z = 2.72, p = .006); but the choice between preVf and 
neutral word order did not differ from chance when no set was given.

2.2.6  Discussion
Data obtained in Experiment 2 corroborated our hypotheses: the availability of 
sets facilitates the production of preVf sentences. The facilitation effect is present 
irrespective of the expression of contrast for both explicit and implicit sets. How-
ever, in the case of implicit sets, this facilitation effect diminishes if no contrast is 
to be expressed. Altogether, contrast also facilitates the production of preVf sen-
tences. Additionally, lack of contrast makes the production of preVf sentences less 
likely irrespective of the type (i.e. explicitness or implicitness) of the contextually 
available set. However, in the case of contrast, preVf is still reliably produced rela-
tive to chance level even if no set is available in the immediately preceding context. 
If both a contextually available set and contrast are missing, preVf is not produced 
reliably.

In sum, two important and intimately related factors have been identified 
which facilitate the production of preVf sentences: (i) the availability of a set and 
(ii) the expression of contrast.

3.  General discussion

The present study investigated the factors that potentially facilitate the use of sen-
tences in the preVf word order. Based on findings in the theoretical literature, it 
was hypothesized that two of these factors are the expression of (i) identification 
and (ii) contrast.

These factors were examined in a guided production study: in the experimen-
tal trials, participants were presented a context text and a cloud of words. The task 
was to produce sentences using the words in the cloud in a way that the newly 
constructed sentences fit the context and thus create a coherent text.

The results of the experiment showed that the aforementioned factors facili-
tate the use of preVf. However, it was also observed that even when no contrast 
was to be expressed, participants still reliably produced preVf sentences at a rate 
above chance level. In the case of SFT-questions, however, the rate of preVf sen-
tences was reliably under chance level. The authors of the present study believe 
that the formulation of the function of focus as outlined in Section 1.4 is the most 
appropriate one to account for the observed results. This formulation states that 
focus is a means of indicating the presence of alternatives. Furthermore, alterna-
tives can only be marked if there is a contextually available set (see e.g. Kenesei 
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2006). In terms of sets, focus creates a distinction: it designates a proper subset of 
the contextually available set, and consequently, creates a complementary set. The 
former is an instance of identification; the latter is an instance of contrast. Note 
that a set was present in all but one conditions in Experiment 1. In the identifica-
tion-condition, the narrow-wh-question created an implicit set of alternatives for 
the NP (cf. Examples (3) and (4)). In the contrast and no-contrast conditions, the 
first sentence of the contexts always contained an explicit set. In the SFT-question-
condition, however, in which a below chance level rate of preVf sentences was 
produced, neither an implicit nor an explicit set was present. For this reason, we 
conjectured that the availability of sets may be an underlying factor facilitating 
preVf use. In order to test this conjecture, a second experiment was run.

Experiment 2 tested conditions in which a set was either explicitly or implic-
itly present as well as conditions that referred to no set at all. In all cases, there were 
trials which contained contrast and trials which did not. It was predicted that in 
conditions that contained a set, preVf would be used. Likewise, if contrast is to be 
expressed, the rate of preVf sentences would be increased. The results of Experi-
ment 2 were in line with the predictions. PreVf sentences were reliably produced 
in conditions where a set was present, irrespective of whether the set was explicit 
or implicit. Also, contrast in general facilitated the rate of preVf sentences with 
respect to the no-contrast conditions. The only conditions in which the rate of 
preVf sentences was around chance level was the no-set-no-contrast-condition. 
Interestingly, we also observed the dominance of preVf sentences in the no-set-
contrast-conditions. This result deserves a mention. We believe that the high pro-
portion of preVf sentences can be accounted for in terms of sets, as well. Consider 
the context for one such trial as shown in (14a).

 (14) a. IN THE PLAYING CORNER:
   Ben had built a lot of towers, so he decided to build one now, as well.
  b. [Mike built x]
  c. [a castle, a house, a bridge, etc]

Although the context does not designate a set either explicitly or implicitly as in 
the other two conditions, a set is still evoked with respect to the second sentence if 
contrast is to be expressed. The mechanism is analogous to the one where identifi-
cation is triggered via a wh-question (cf. example (3) and (4)) as indicated in (14b) 
and (14c): by the contrastive use of focus a set of alternatives with respect to what 
can be built out of building blocks is introduced or evoked.

To conclude, the results of Experiment 1 and 2 jointly support the view 
that there is a general underlying factor determining the use of preVf sentences, 
namely, the contextual availability of a relevant set. The uses of preVf examined in 
the current paper are derivable from this factor.
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Another, independent observation may account for the dominating propor-
tions of preVf sentences in the conditions containing sets in the present experi-
ments. Káldi and Babarczy (2017) and Káldi and Babarczy (2018), in a series 
of visual world experiments, presented preVf, neutral and lexically marked 
focus sentences in contexts containing either explicit or implicit sets, and stud-
ied the rate of exhaustive interpretations of the presented sentence types. It was 
observed that in the case of preVf sentences, the rates of exhaustive interpreta-
tion were around 90% (where a chance level was 50%) in all conditions. This is 
a high ratio compared to those found in the literature where the rate of exhaus-
tive reading was measured in out-of-context preVf and neutral sentences. For 
example, an earlier study (Káldi, Babarczy & Bende-Farkas 2016) found that the 
rate of exhaustive reading was 65% for out-of-context preVf sentences. In sum, 
the results of the experiments reported in the present paper and of those cited 
above show that the contextual availability of sets matters for two reasons. On the 
one hand the present experiments showed that the availability of a set facilitates 
preVf use. On the other hand, the results of Káldi and Babarczy (2017) and Káldi 
and Babarczy (2018) demonstrate that if this set is either explicitly or implicitly 
given, the likelihood that preVf is interpreted exhaustively increases. To approach 
the question from a different perspective, note that according to É. Kiss (1998), 
preVf sentences have an exhaustive interpretation: for example if an answer to a 
narrow-wh-question is to be understood exhaustively, a preVf is used. Now, if we 
postulate that in scenarios where identification and/or contrast is to be expressed, 
a felicitous utterance has to contain a structure that has exhaustive interpreta-
tion (i.e. the speaker obeys the implicit “Mention all!” imperative), it follows that 
this structure will be a preVf sentence. Apparently, the availability of sets and the 
typically exhaustive interpretation of preVf are in an intricate relationship. More 
experimental work is needed, however, to clarify the mechanisms through which 
these factors interact.

4.  Conclusion

The results of the two experiments in the present paper showed that two impor-
tant functions of the preVf word order sentences are identification and contrast. 
A crucial factor underlying both of these functions is the availability of sets. Sets 
can be present in a number of ways: they can either be explicitly mentioned (e.g. 
by an enumeration), implicitly referred to (e.g. by a category name) or evoked (e.g. 
by a question or contrast). If a set is present and one or more of its elements are 
to be identified or contrasted, a preVf sentence is most likely used. Furthermore, 
it is highly likely that the availability of sets is a critical factor contributing to the 
typically exhaustive interpretation of preVf sentences.
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